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We study thcoretically and experimentally the wicking process in pieces of blotting paper of difierent shapes: rectangular and triangular
strips and S4u¡u'e strips where radial imbibition occurs. We find that in rectangulclf strips the dynamics of the capillary penetration yields
the classical Washburl1 law while in (he other cases logarithmic corrections respect to thi~ law are obtained. Our experiments are in good
agrel~ment with the theoretical predictions.

A.C'ywo/"d,¡'; Surfacc-tension-driven instability; flow through porous media

Estudiamos teórica y experimentalmente el proceso de absorción capilar de fluidos en ped¡1Zos de palpe! filtro de diferente forma: tiras
rectangulares y triangulares, y tiras cuadradas donde, ocurre imbibición radial. Encontrumos 4ue en las tiras rectangulares la dinámica de la
penetración capilar da la ley clásica de Washburn, mientras que en los otros casos se obtienen correcciones logarítmicas respecto a dicha ley.
nuestros experimentos dan un buen acuerdo con las predicciones teóricas.

DC'.'ic,.ipt(J"(~,\'; [nestabilidades originadas por tensión superficial; flujos en medios porosos

PACS: 47.20.Dr; 47.55.Mh

1. Introduction shows that the kinetics of the process follows the Washbul11
law, which is a relation between the distance from the fluid

Capillary penetration of liquids into fibrous materials, like source to the imbibition front, :1}, and the elapsed time to rea-
paper or fabric, is of great importance in fundamental and ch this front, t, such that:1J '" .ji [14] and where the constant
applied physics [1-8]. In the first case, the theoretical and ex- of proportionality is a function of the properties of the ma-
perimental studies show a complex interaction betweefi the terial. The radial imbibition follows, as an asymptotic limit
(iquid and the isotropic [1-6] or the anisotropic [7,8] fi- for small distances, the Washbul11law [3,4]. In this work we
brOl!S matrix. In the second case, there are many processes wilI study the imbibition in triangular samples of paper, as
on these materials, such as textile and paper treatment, chro- a fluid dynamics problem in a porous medium and not as an
matography, drying ink, etc., where the knowledge of the extension ofthe fluid motion into parallel plates or into many
fluid penetration under several physical and chemical con- capillaty tubes and our results are compared with the well
ditions is critical [9,10]. Moreover, many of the main re- studied cases of imbibition in rectangular strips and radial
sults of this phenomenon in fibrous materials, also known as imbibition. We found that in triangular shapes logarithmic
imbibition, can be extended to granular porous media, like corrections are also obtained having the Washburn law as an
sand and rocks, and consequently to a very wide range of asymptotic limit for small distances. Experiments with water
other afeas such as underground water and petroleum exploi- as the wetting fluid show a good agreement with the theoreti-
tation [11-13]. cal predictions for all the geomeu.ies here treated. This work

From the experimental point of view, imbibition has be;en is divided as follows: in next section we will introduce our
mainly studied in filter or blotting papers where various me- theoretical approach to study the triangular geometries and
thods to me¡lSUre this spontaneous liquid absorption have be- we al so study the unidirectional and radial penetration. Af-
en proposed. With these methods, the liquid transport in- ter that, in section 111 we will present experimental studies
to this materials is monitored by physical changes, such as and the comparison with the theoretical predictions. Finally
weight, transmittance, visualization, etc. These methods can in section IV we give the main conclusions And perspectives
provide information only on the absorption kinetics and two of this work.
types of geometries have been used to study this process: uni-
directional penetration, from a large fluid teservoir, in rectan-
gular strips and radial penetration from the finite perimeter 2. Theoretical treatment
of a circle of radius 1"0 into the fibrousassembly [1,3,4]. The
results obtained from these two types ofsystems can be com- Despite the complex structure of paper (see Fig. 1), the spon-
pared and the main difference is a logarithmic correction in taneous and uniform peneu-ation of a fluid into paper of any
the radial imbibition respect to the unidirectional case. Unidi- shape, when it is horizontal, can be described with the fluid
rectional penetration of liquid into rectangular strips clearly dynamics equations, i.e., through the Darcy equation, the
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By combining Eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain that 12

dp - AS dys (4)di) - -ji,C2Ad2dt' 10

and the integration of Eq. (4) gives the total pressure drop B

ayer the imbibed zone. This quantity is

,," ji,C2 dys
j .Ya As d g B

~p= -d2dt o A y ~

ji,C2 dys
(H - Ys) 4 -linea'

= d2(H-y'.)ili1n H' (5) -triangle40degs

-- triangle 60 degs
Here we have used the ratio 2 . ..- -triangle 70 degs

-radial
Jn ~ = ~..=J!..!!.., (6) o -Muller etal (1951)

A H - Y o 500 1000 1500 :;000 2500

lIs)
which is a consequence of the uniform thickness of the sam-
pie and the flat imbibition front in the triangles. Now, by (a)
using Eq. (5) in Eq. (1), we find the differential equation 1

500 1000 1500 2000 2~0

CIlTd
(H ) dys 1 (H - Ys) (7) i -=- -y - n , ,

ji,c~2 s dt H cJ. ¡o', él J'I '

this can be written in a simpler forro through the dimension- x linear .
less variable, t;, = (H - ys)/H. So, we have 01 i -o-triangle40degs ¡

-o -.. -triangle 60 degs '
cad dE. 1 .)dt;,2 1 triangle70degs
---¡ = -f.lnf.- = --lnf.--, (8);c -radial
ji,H dt 4 dt 1 Mulleretal(1951)

where we have made C = Cl/C2' clearly this quantity will de- 001

termined from experiments. The solution of Eq. (8), with the
boundary condition E. = 1 at t = O, is

x
2 [ 2

] 4cad 9 Ñ E. In E. -1 +1=-¡;¡¡¡t=T? () 0001

I (s)

where T = t/(ji,H2/4cad) is the dimensionless time. {b)
For small dimensionless heights we assume that f. = l"-é, FICiURE 3. a) Evolution af the imbibition front as a function of

where E = Y../ H, and by using In(l-é) = -é-(1/2)E2-0{é:3), time for: triangular shapes with angles Q = 40° (O), 60° «»
we obtain and 70° (6), for radial imbibition with TO = 1.5 cm (+) and

. 2cad far unidirectional imbibition in rectangular strips with L = 5
¡:;2 = -¡¡:¡t, ~lO) and 10 cm and H = 10 cm (x), b) semilog plot of the velocity

ji, front, dy,/dt, as a time function for the several geometries consi-
or dered in a).

2 2cad .
Ys = 7t. (11) the increase of the front velocity (dYs/dt) in the triangles.

The evaluation of the time where the increase starts, t*, can
This last relation is the well known Washburn law [14], and be obtained from Eq. (9). This time is
is valid for imbibition in strips of homogeneous porous me-
dia with constant transversal afea. So, at the initial stage of t* = ~-=~ (12)
the imbibition the front obeys the same behavior than that in 4(;ad
strips with constant transversal afea (as will be illustrated la- Jili2
ter on). Plots of the Washbum law and of. Eq. (8), for sev~ral and the height where this increase occurs is given by
triangles (a 's), are shown in Fig. 3a. In thIS case the most Im-
partant result, which can be seen in the curves corresponding ~ = 1 - ~ ~ ~. (13)
to the front evolution of triangles is the smooth change in H e 3
slope (change in the front velocity), at a certain time (or at a To our knowledge, this result has not been predicted for ra-
certain height). In Fig. 3b we have plotted the front velocities dial imbibition or imbibition in rectangular strips and it is a
(curves) for the cases here considered. There, we note easily consequence of the triangular shape of the sample.
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2.2. Radial imbibition and, finally, by solving thi!' differential equation, we find (ta-
king into account that l1s = O at t = () ), the Washbum law

In this case, the imbibitio~ s~a~~ from a finite radiu~, " 2cad
1" = '/'()(t = O), (md after the Imblbrtlon fronts are concentnc Y.; = -t, (20)

circle!' of r(\dius 'r(t) (Fig. 2b). The fundamental equations JL
are the same than tll0se in the previous case and we will only this curve is shown in Fig. 3. In the next section we present
change the afeas ratio given by Eq. (6) in the previous subsec- some experiments in order to prove our theoretical results for
tion. Bec(\use the imbibition front, at the distance r s' has the all tllese geometries.
afea A = 27r1".D we have now that AsiA = rslr, where

.. .0;

A.= 27r'l"D is (m afea in the wet zone s.uch t.hat ro ~ r ~ r,.' 3. Experiments
Therefore. in this case, the Darcy equatlon Ylelds for the total

pressure drop Imbibition experiments in horizontal pieces of blotting pa-
r A d . per, of mean thickness D = 0.38 mm, have been made in

JL(. dr ! " /Le) r 1 .
~p = - -2 -!- -! dr = - --=-r In ~ -!-. (14) order to compare with the theoretical results for three geo-

([2 dt ro A dI. 8 ro dt metries previously considered.In the first place, the triangu-

. h . l . h E ( 1 ) b . lar pieces of paper were cut !'o that the basis of the trian-

Ilrtroducmg t IS resu t m t e q. we o tam . ° °

gles always has L = 10 cm, Its an.gle!' were a = 40 , 60
(;ad rs drs and 70° and its correspondingheights were H = 13.74,8.66
J-;- = r81n ;:- -;¡¡, (15) (md 7.14 cm. Rectangular pieces were L = 5 and 10 cm in

o length (md H = 10 cm in height. We have folded the basis of

and solving this differential equation we obtain the imbibition the triangles and rect(mgles (\S is depicted in Fig. 2a and 2c to
front which, as a time function, obeys the relation induce the water filtration from a big container. Finally, the

., . radial imbibition was carried out in paper with L = 30 cm(~ )~ [ In ( ~ ) 2 -1 ] + 1 = ~t = 7/, (16) .;:md initial radius 1"0 = 1.5 cm..In the radial il~bibition we

ro '1"0 ILro have brought the water to the penmeter ofthe horIzontal sam-
I . . . . pIe of paper by using also a circular piece of the same blot-

where 7 I!' the dlmenslonless time defined as ting paper which touched the water reservoir and the peri-

I t meter of the paper (Fig. 2b). In (111 cases we used deionized
7 = ~. water (at ambient temperature 24°C) which has a surface ten-

~ sion a""' 72 gr/s2, density p = 1 gr/cm3 and dynamic visco-
!'ity /L = 0.92 cp. The front evolution (zone between the dry

Moreover, for smalllengths we assume that r siTo = 1 + tS and wet zones) was recorded with a CCD video camera. After
wllere (j is a dimensionless distance measured from r = ro. that, \\c have digitized the film, frall1e by trame, and we have
Therefore, by using In(1 + e) = e - (1/2)e2 + O(e3), we me(\sured the time evolution of the front, each 1/30 s, with a

obtain for !'mall dimensionless distances that spatit1l resolution of 1-1 mm. Typict1l duration of experiments

. 4cad in these stlmples was from 500 s up to 2500 s.
f¡1. = '3¡;;::rt, (17) At let\st four experiments were performed for each geo-

o metry (and for et\ch angle (~). In Fig. 3 we show the ex-

which corresponds once again to the Washbum law. The plots perimental results (symbols) for each geometry. The ba-
of the imbibition front and its velocity are shown in Fig. 3. sic experiment wa!' the imbibition in the rectangular strips

(where the experimental results are the same for L = 5
2.3. Linear imbibition or L = 10 cm) because in this case we can evaluate

easily the factor A = 2(;fTdl JL by fitting Eq. (20) to the
In Fig. 2c we !'how the schematics of the unidirectional im- experimental points. So, the quantity A takes the va-
bibition in rectangular strips of blotting paper. Once again, lue A = 2.71 X 10-2 cm2/s.In this quantity we do not know
the goveming equations are the same as above and we a priori the ~tt'ecfive vt1lue of 2cd which, as aforementio-
agtlin change the t\reas ratio which in this case is cons- ned, is related to the effective angle of wetting (fJ) betwe-
tanto A...I.4 = l. Then, the Darcy and mass conservation en the fibres and the liquido In the rectangular strips our

equations yield the total pressure drop experiments indictrte that 2cd = 0.003 mm. By the way, it

Y d is generally accepted tllat 2cd ""' cos 8d and that in blotting
JLC dr 1 " ILC y

~p = --f-!- dy = --fYs-!. (18) paper 8 ~ 87° [4,6,8], therefore d will be d""' 0.05 mm.
d~ dt o d dt Looking at Fig. la we note that it is a very good represen-

This result leads, as above, to the differential equation tative value for the pore s~ze. Afterwards, we have estima-
ted tllat Bcr = 4cadl(/LH~), for the triangle with angle a,

~ = ~ ( 19) tmd C = 4(;adl(3IL1"~), for rt\dial imbibition. We have obtai-
Ys d ' h . d b . hIL t ned these values through t e expenments an y usmg t e

Re\!. Mex. Fís. 47 (6) (2()()() 537-541~
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value of 2(:d obtained in the experiments of the rectangular 4. Conclusions
strips. The obtained values for triangles by using both met-
hods are very similar between them (B40o = 2.88 X 10-4 S-1, In this work we hélve analyzed the spontaneous imbibition
B¡;oo = i.24x10-4 S-1 andB7Oo = 1.06 x 10-:i S-1) butC, in pieces ofpélper with several simple shapes. We have found
in the radiaI imbibition, is underestimated (using the value that the theoretical predictions aloe in good agreement with the
of 2cd = 0.003 mm) by an arder of 2.5 times. So, the best experimental measurements. Experiments using water were
véllue was C = 6.43 X 10-2 S-l. This difference mélY be ori- made in arder to determine the free parélmeters of the mo-
ginéúed by the complex interaction between the fibres and the del. A new result was the prediction of the increase of the
tluid where, for instance, the wetting angle changes as a func- front velocities in the triangular geometries which was pro-
tion of the filu"ation velocity [5]. In Fig. 3a we show aII the ved through the experiments. lt is also important to note that
theoretical curves for tlle imbibition fronts which fitted the similar equations for the evolution of the imbibition fronts
experimental data and yield the constants prevjously discus- were obtained for cases of imbibition in triangles and radial
sed. The é.greement is very good. There we al so have included imbibition. More work, specially that related to more com-
the experimental data, for a triangle (continuous curve with- plicated geometries, to spontaneous penetration from several
out symbols), trom Muller et al. [15]. Likewise, in Fig. 3b boundal"ies and to the use of three-dimension.al samples of
we show the velocity fronts as a time function for all cases other porous media is in progress.
here u"eated including that by Muller et al. (again, the conti-
nuous curve without symbols). The main result in this case is 5. Acknowledgments
the appreci.lble increase in the velocity just at y; / H ~ 2/3
for .1It the triangular shapes. So, the experiments give a clear This work has been Suppol1ed by the Mexican Petroleum Ins-
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